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Having just completed the first year of running Hellfish Haven we have
made leaps and bounds from being an online only organization to sharing
our message and support at events run by our friends like Hidden Battles,
SPC Matthew Pollini Memorial Fund, Operation Delta Dog, CannaMGT, and
Frost Call. We have lived by the motto of "Silence the Stigma" throughout
the year and have let everyone we have spoken to know that when we
opened the Haven would welcome ALL! 
With a few setbacks our Grand opening became an Open House instead
welcoming Representatives from Brighton Marine, The Mission Continues,
Dilboy VFW Post, The Flying Hellfish, Veterans Collaborative and more. We
taught classes on Digital Literacy to Vietnam Vets, Connected with Mass
Military Heroes Fund and Mass Bay Veterans Center to help the homeless
Veterans that live there, completed ETS Sponsorship Training, became
certified trainer for QPR Gatekeeper Suicide Prevention course, became a
member of cohort 22b Veterans in Residence Program by Bunker Labs,
hosted Veterans Upward Bound leadership, created a scholarship for
Student Veterans, Organized a Peer Support Group and hosted Veterans
and Family members to come into the Haven together to both reconnect
with fellow Veterans and enjoy an afternoon with their kids. 
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Battlefield &
Beyond Year 2
Goals 
BY MIKE GEARY SFC(R)
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR

In our first year we focused on the Stigma surrounding seeking

mental health help and how many Veterans think its weak to

do so. We will continue on this mission for the rest of our lives

or until the stigma is completely eliminated from our ranks.

Everyday when I go into the office at Hellfish Haven I try to

create or change one thing to help make it a better space for

my fellow Veterans and their families to enjoy.

   Our time in the service is something most of our are proud of and

helped to establish the person we are today. As we have learned

over the course of the Global War on Terror is that combat isn't the

only fight we are engaged in. Being at War began to feel like home

for many after repeat deployments and a lot of us found our niche

as we returned time and time again be it OIF, OEF, OND and

beyond. Even though we loaded up all our gear and took a flight

back to our homes didn't mean our mission was over. The Battle

doesn't end up our homecoming for some that's when its just

begun. 

   A year at war and two weeks of briefs in not enough to ensure our

mindset is reset to handle life after the Military. Many Veterans

struggle to cope with the transition not only with the loss of

identity but the loss of community and camaraderie that exists

because of the shared experiences we made it through together.

That's why today we need to establish more collaborating

organizations instead of the way many nonprofits fight for funding

causing everyone to loose in the end.   

Our Goals for 2023:

-In 2023 Hellfish Haven will seek to do more cosponsored events. 

-Continue building upon our knowledge base taking any and all

opportunities to grow with education. 

-Further our outreach to Veterans of all walks of life and ensure

they are represented in the planning and execution of all our

events and establishments. 

-Grow our Peer Support Network both in person and online with

help of Veteran Gaming & Mental Health

"The Battle doesn't end
upon our homecoming for
some thats when its just
begun"

Creating a nonprofit is no easy task and having guidance and a

friendly ear from my fellow Vets has been a driving force in keeping

the mission a priority and making it out to these events to be face

to face with our Veteran Community. I want to engage with you all

more like we did overseas on the battlefield. Id like to establish

more connections with fellow nonprofits and ensure if I don't have

an answer for someone than I can point them in the right direction

to find it.  Id like to establish the Haven as day room/TOC or COC

depending on which branch you come from. Id like folks to be able

to enter our area and unwind their stress and be supported by the

Haven staff and patrons alike.



Operation Delta Dog 
Walk 'n Wag

BY MIKE GEARY SFC(R)
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR

At last years Walk n Wag event run by Operation Delta Dog we at

Hellfish Haven had a small crew of three sharing our vision with

Veterans and supporters alike! We raffled off some shirts and got

to pet lots of Dogs and share the afternoon with some other

awesome organizations! As we prepare to go again this year we

bring forth our message and of course we have our very own

Operation Delta Dog alumni Mikey G and Jose who graduated this

past winter from the program to share not only information about

the Haven but to tell Veterans first hand what its like to go

through the program from Selection process to the new insights

on Satellite classes to be offered in Boston coming next year! But

like everyone else in the world lets get to the good part and take a

peek at the lovely images of last year courtesy of Hellfish Haven's

Photographer extraordinaire Skye: 
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